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Abstract 
This paper presents pedagogical software that was created for a university-level introduction to computer music 
course and a semester-long interdisciplinary research experience for biologists and composers. The author uses 
Cycling ‘74’s Max, an interactive multimedia programming language and real-time composition environment, to 
create standalone software applications (apps) that allow students to explore basic principles of algorithmic 
composition in the context of data sonification and genetics. The apps and accompanying tutorials, which are freely 
available for download, provide students with multimedia learning spaces that guide them through the prerequisite 
music technology concepts, algorithmic approaches, and sonification techniques. This knowledge is required to 
execute the final project of the research experience, where groups of student biologists and composers are asked to 
represent basic processes of genetics and evolutionary biology (especially mutation) using musical processes. 
A website for this presentation is available at: 

 
https://reginaldbain.com/atmi22/ 

 
University of South Carolina Courses 
MUSC 336 Introduction to Computer Music 
Instructor: Reginald Bain 
MWF 12:00-12:50 pm, Music Building, R006; Computer Music Studio B, R011 
 
MUSC 540/(737) (Advanced) Projects in Computer Music 
Instructor: Reginald Bain 
TBA, Music Building, Computer Music Studio B, R011 
 
BIOL 599 Topics in Biology: Chords and Codons 
Instructor: Jeff Dudycha (Professor, Department of Biological Sciences) 
Collaborating Instructor: Reginald Bain 
MW 2:20-3:35 pm, Coker Life Science Building, R202 
 
Mutational Music Project 
This work is part of the Mutational Music Project. For more information, visit: 
 

https://reginaldbain.com/mmp.html 
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